
Homework 7: Sounds 

 
Due: 5:00pm, Friday, November 18th  

 

Set Up  
○ Open your home directory (double click on your cs8fxx icon; 2

nd
 icon from the top) and create a new directory in 

your home directory called hw7 (all lowercase). 

○ Copy the folder bookClasses from your Desktop into the hw7 directory. Right click on bookClasses > Copy > Right 

click on hw7 > Paste Into Folder. 

○ When you work in Dr. Java be sure you are editing files in the hw7/bookClasses directory.  

 

Sound Editing 

Use the file Sound.java in your hw7/bookClasses folder and write the following method in that file. 

 

Method: void concatenate( Sound a, Sound b, int switchPoint ) 

■ This method will modify the calling object (this). The calling object can be a silent .wav file (there are two in your 
mediasources directory - sec1silence.wav and sec3silence.wav). You can also create a silent .wav with the following 

piece of code: 

          Sound mySound = new Sound (numSamples); 

where numSamples is the total number of samples. The length of the sound in seconds can be obtained by dividing 

numSamples by 22050, which is the default sampling rate (samples per second). Thus, if you want mySound to be 5 

seconds long, numSamples should be equal to 22050 * 5 = 110250. Every second of playback contains n samples, 

where n is the sampling rate (22050 samples/sec in this case). 

 

While testing, we might test your code with a file that may not be silent. 

 

■ It will take as parameters Sound a, Sound b, and an integer switchPoint which denotes the frame in the calling 
object at which to switch from a to b. 

■ The method will overwrite the calling object with Sound a, then with Sound b. You will switch between a and b 
when either Sound a finishes or when you hit the switchPoint in the calling object (whichever comes first).  

■ You will then (either at the switchPoint or the end of Sound a) begin copying from Sound b. (Your code must 
support the switchPoint being before or after the end of Sound a, regardless of how you use it when testing.) 

■ If the length of Sound a and Sound b is less than the length of the calling object, your program should not fail and 
should leave the remaining portion of the calling object as it was, untouched. 

■ For example, the below code snippet reads all the samples from the s2 sound object and then copies them one by one 
into s1 sound object, so that at the end of it, s1 will contain samples from s2. 

 

Sound s1 = new Sound("somesound.wav"); 

Sound s2 = new Sound("someothersound.wav"); 

SoundSample [] s1Samples = s1.getSamples();    //getSamples() returns an array, similar to getPixels() 

SoundSample [] s2Samples = s2.getSamples();    //getSamples() returns an array, similar to getPixels() 

 

for (int i = 0, j = 0; i < s2Samples.length; i++, j++) 

{ 

     s1.setSampleValueAt(j, s2Samples[i].getValue()); 

} 

 

Notice how you can use getSamples() method to get an array of SoundSample objects. This is similar to what you 

did earlier with getPixels() in the previous homework. 

 

Modify the above code suitably and use that within your concatenate method. Check the bookClasses documentation 

for more information. Note the above code is just to demonstrate how to read and write samples from sound files 

and is not guaranteed to pass all overflow scenarios. When writing your concatenate() method, you need to make 

sure all overflow scenarios are handled properly.  

■ Under no circumstance should your concatenate() method go beyond the length of the SoundSample array of the 
calling object. Please make sure you take care of such overflow conditions (length of Sound a and b or switchPoint 

is beyond the length of the calling object you are writing to). 

 

 

 



HW7A.java Testing your method (in an application):  

■ Create a new file called HW7A.java where you will write an application to test your methods. 
■ Your application will do the following: 

○ Open three Sound files (one of which is silence) and play the two Sound files which are not silence using the 

method blockingPlay(). It would help if you had headphones to plug in to hear the sounds. You can also use 

expore() to see the sound waves. But please comment out calls to expore() in your final submission. 

○ You will then call concatenate() using those three files. Play the resulting Sound using the blockingPlay() 

method.  

○ NOTE: if blockingPlay() is not working, feel free to use play(). 

○ IMPORTANT: In order for the grader to grade your submission your code must work with different paths. To 

obtain each media file, do NOT use the file path or MediaPath functions. Copy the sounds you want to use for 

your final submission into the bookClasses folder and rename them to Sound1.wav, Sound2.wav and 

Sound3.wav. Then ensure that the file path is simply "soundname.wav". For example, if you want to use 

Sound1.wav, use 

String fileName = "Sound1.wav"; 

       Sound s = new Sound(fileName); 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Sound Palindrome  

The following methods will be written in Sound.java in your hw7/bookClasses folder. 

 

Method: Sound soundPalindrome() 

This method will use the calling object as the sound, which will be reversed then concatenated. It will return the 

modified Sound. This method is given to you below. You will add this to Sound.java. You will not edit this code, just 

use it as it is shown below. It calls reverse() [which you need to write] and concatenate() [which you just wrote as the 

first part of this assignment]. 

 

 

public Sound soundPalindrome() 

{ 

SoundSample[] samples = this.getSamples(); 

Sound original = new Sound(this); 

Sound reverseSound = this.reverse(); 

Sound palindromeSound = new Sound((samples.length*2)); 

palindromeSound.concatenate(original, reverseSound, samples.length); 

return palindromeSound; 

}  

 

Method: Sound reverse() 

This method will be used by soundPalindrome()  to reverse a sound. It does not take any argument and will return a Sound 

object, which is the reverse of the calling object.  

 

 

 

 

 



HW7B.java  

Create a new file called HW7B.java where you will write an application to test your methods. 

   Your application will do the following: 

■ Open one Sound file and play it using the method blockingPlay(). (If blockingPlay() is not working for you, just 
play() the final resulting sound.) 

■ You will then call soundPalindrome() using the Sound file you just played as the calling object. Then play the 
resulting Sound using the blockingPlay() method. (If blockingPlay() is not working, you can use play().)  

■ IMPORTANT In order for the grader to grade your submission your code must work with different paths. To 
obtain each media file, do NOT use the file path or MediaPath functions. Copy the sound you want to use for your 

final submission into the same folder as your code and rename it Sound4.wav. Then ensure that the file path is 

simply "Sound4.wav". For example, if you want to use Sound4.wav, use 

     String fileName = "Sound4.wav"; 

     Sound s = new Sound(fileName); 

 

How to turnin your homework electronically  

Only ONE partner should run the turnin script - do not submit two copies of the same homework. 

Make sure the program works correctly in your cs8fxx login on the workstations in the labs in the basement of the CSE 

building when the workstations are booted under Linux (CentOS). 

When you are ready to turn your program in, first open a terminal window by right clicking on the empty area of your 

computer's desktop and select “Open a new Terminal.”  

 

If you don't have one of these files present or have misspelled the name of one of these files, the turnin script will complain! Make 

sure all the files that you want to submit are in your hw7/bookClasses folder. 

 

Type in the following command 

 

 turnin hw7 

 

 

Five files are required to be submitted for hw7:  

● HW7A.java 

● HW7B.java 

● Sound.java 

● Any additional sound files (with .wav extension) that you wish to turnin (NO MORE THAN 4). 

 

You can verify your turnin with the following command 

 

 verify hw7 

 

It is your responsibility to make sure you properly turned in your assignment. 

START EARLY!!!! 


